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1. INTRODUCTION 
With the advancement of the science of high speed flights at very high 
altitudes it has become necessary to include into the conventional gasdynami- 
cal approach the effects due to varying the chemical composition (or the 
vibrational relaxation) of the gas. 
The analytical account of these new effects necessitates, in addition to the 
two usual thermodynamical variables, the introduction of another thermo- 
physical variable p (which may be termed as the relaxation variable or internal 
vibrational temperature) in the state of the fluid. The addition of this new 
independent thermodynamical parameter Q into the fluid system leads to a 
problem that is quite different from the usual one. In fact a new equation 
termed as the ‘rate equation’ is added to the system of relations for the con- 
ventional gasdynamics. But this new system of equations turns out to be 
highly nonlinear(that is, not quasilinear). Thus, the usual analytical approaches 
to the flow problems do not make themselves amenable to mathematical 
calculations. Accordingly, the approach of small perturbation theory was 
utilized by Broer [l] and Vincenti [2]. Confining his interest to an inviscid 
compressible nonheat conducting gas, Broer has shown that there exist, cor- 
responding to high and low frequencies, two limiting speeds in chemically 
reacting fluids. Vincenti (using Broer’s rate equation) has obtained a small- 
disturbance solution for the steady two-dimensional flow over a sinusoidal 
wall of an inviscid gas in vibrational or chemical nonequilibrium. His results 
illustrate in a simple fashion some of the properties of nonequilibrium flow 
such as the occurence of pressure drag at subsonic speeds and the absence of 
the discontinuous phenomena that characterize the Prandtl-Glauert theory 
when the flow changes from subsonic to supersonic. Later on, Stupochenko 
and Stakhanov [3], using a different rate equation, arrived at a result similar 
to that obtained by Broer for the problem of wave propagation. These 
studies became responsible for further development [4, 51 and its generaliza- 
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tion to relaxation magnetohydrodynamics (cf. Coburn [o] and Bhutani 
[7, 81). Applying discontinuity theory (or the corresponding theory of the 
Cauchy initial value problem [9]), C o b urn, using the rate equation of [3], 
has obtained the limiting speeds in the nonlinear theory for characteristic 
waves in charged compressible relaxation hydrodynamics. In [7], after deriv- 
ing under the linearized approximation (using Broer’s rate equation), a 
single equation governing the plane steady flows that depart from equilibrium 
and are subjected to an aligned magnetic field, we have obtained a number of 
interesting results concerning the stability of such a motion, the wave angle 
of the disturbance, and the diffusion coeflicient. In particular, we have shown 
that the region of influence is increased with an increase in the value of the 
magnetic parameter m; the nonequilibrium state of the gas gives rise to 
diffusion effect, and the diffusion coefficient increases with m. In [8], we have 
extended (using Broer’s rate equation) the work of Vincenti and Whitham 
[IO] to nonequilibrium magnotogasdynamics. The last mentioned study has 
clarified the role of the nonequilibrium parameter. 
Recently Yuan [ 111,’ using a very general rate equation, has extended the 
work of Broer, Stupochenko, and Stakhanov to the case of heat conducting 
fluids. More specifically he has shown that the limiting speed of the low 
frequency wave remains the same as in the nonheat conduction case, but 
due ta heat conduction the speed of the high frequency wave is changed. 
We have in this paper (using Broer’s rate equation) taken up the problem 
of propagation of small disturbances in general three-dimensional unsteady 
nonequilibrium magnetogasdynamics. Assuming an exponential solution of 
the type exp [2a/h(n . r - v,t)], where h, n, o,, , etc. are defined in Section 3, 
we have derived a fifth degree algebraic equation for ZI,, and obtained its 
explicit solution for the particular cases of (i) no magnetic field and; (ii) a 
transverse magnetic field. 
For these particular cases, as well as the general case, it turns out that one 
root corresponds to pure decay. The remaining four roots in the general 
case give the damping characteristic of slow and fast waves. For showing 
the influence of the various parameters on the propagation properties in the 
general case, we have drawn the velocity phase diagram for different values 
of the parameter 6 = kzcA2, where h is the relaxation parameter and CA is 
AlfvCn’s speed. The interesting conclusions that result from this diagram 
are summed up in Section 5. 
It may be stressed here that this diagram, when used in full appreciation 
of the limitations involved, becomes a very good aid for visualizing and 
understanding the basic phenomena underlying wave propagation through 
1 We ire grateful to Prof. Coburn for drawing our attention and making available 
to us the work of C. Yuan [ll]. 
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relaxing media. Unexpectedly, this diagram comes out to be almost the same 
as in the case of the Hall effect on wave propagation [12]. 
Further, for showing the influence of one set of waves (obtained when there 
is relaxation) on the other (corresponding to the equilibrium case) we have, 
using Whitham’s technique [lo], obtained results concerning the stability 
of such a motion, the decaying factor, and the diffusion coefficient of the 
waves. In particular, we have shown that chemical reactions give rise to 
diffusion effects, and the diffusion coefficient increases with the increase in 
the strength of the magnetic parameter. 
Finally, in Appendix A of this paper we have shown how our scheme of 
working with enthalpy instead of entropy (which is usually used by engineers 
and also used by Coburn and Yuan) is related to Yuan’s scheme. Further in 
Appendix B, we have discussed the position of the rate equation used by 
Broer (also used in the present paper) to that of Stupochenko and Stakhanov. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 
As pointed out by Cobum [6] and also justified in [7], in the study of the 
motion of infinitely electrically conducting gases that depart from equili- 
brium, the basic equations of the system consist of the usual equations of 
continuity, motion, and the Maxwell equations. But the usual energy equa- 
tion is replaced by two equations. One of these equations is the usual energy 
equation with or without an additional term, depending on whether the 
equation is taken in terms of the entropy s or the enthalpy h. In case the 
equation taken involves entropy then the additional term involves a new 
dependent variable 9, called the relaxation variable. If the energy equation 
is taken in terms of enthalpy h, then there is no additional term involved but q 
is involved through the equation of state 
Equation (2.1) states that unlike the gasdynamical case, enthalpy h is also a 
function of q, the relaxation variable. It should be noted that the above 
remarks are valid when the fluid is nonheat conducting. For the case of a heat 
conducting compressible magnetic (infinitely conductive fluid) see Eq. A.4 
of Appendix A. 
The second equation, which is a supplement to the energy equation, gives 
the rate of change of q along the stream lines and is termed as the rate equa- 
tion. We shall use the rate equation (see (2.6)) of Broer [I]. For a more general 
rate equation, see the work of C. Yuan [ll] and Appendix B of this paper. 
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Keeping the above remarks in view, we give below the fundamental equa- 
tions (in linearized form) governing the general three-dimensional wave 
propagation in nonequilibrium magnetogasdynamics of perfect electrical 
conductors (for Eqs. (2.2)-(2.5) see Ban& [13]). 
3 + pov . v = 0, 
psg=-VP+-&-(0 xB)xB,, 
aB 
at= - V x (V x B,), 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where p, V, p, B, h are, respectively, the density, velocity vector of the gas, 
pressure, magnetic induction, and enthalpy of the gas in the perturbed state 
and the subscript zero refers to the unperturbed state. Broer’s equation 
becomes 
a4 
To 5 
=tj-q. (2.6) 
In Eq. (2.6), r. is the relaxation time of the nonequilibrium process evaluated 
at the initial equilibrium state and @, p) = q. is the initial equilibrium value 
of 9. It may be remarked here that Eq. (2.6) results from a power series 
expansion of the chemical affinity and the neglect of all terms of higher than 
the first order (cf. C. Yuan [ll] or the Appendix B). 
Equation (2.1) on linearization gives 
dh = h, dp + h,, dp + h,, dq, (2.7) 
where h, denotes [(ah/ap),,Jo , th e initial equilibrium state, and similarly 
for hPo and ha, . 
Since q. denotes the value of q at the equilibrium state or q. = &J, p), we 
get on differentiation and linearization 
Equations (2.2~(2.8) are eleven equations for the eleven variables p, V, B, 
P, h, q, 6 
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Differentiating (2.6) with respect to time and eliminating @/at by use 
of (2.8), we find 
( 
a a4 1+7---=p 
) O at at zJo z + !&I,, g - 
Further, Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7) yield 
( 
1 --h,)g=h,$+h*o$ 
PO 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Thus the system of equations that we have to consider reduces to Eqs. 
(2.2)-(2.4), (2.9), and (2.10) for the nine unknowns p, q, p, V, B. 
3. DERIVATION OF THE DISPBB~ION EQUATION 
If we assume that the displacements S(Y, t), given by ag/at = V, and 
p, q, p, B, all vanish at some time t = 0, then the equations (2.2), (2.4), (2.9), 
and (2.10) can be integrated to give, respectively, the following equations 
p + (POV * 5) = 0, 
B = - V x (E, x B,), 
( 1 + To 4) 4 = !zl,,P + !&P, 
( 
1 
- - Allo 
PO ) 
P = hpoP + ho&l. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
To determine the differential equation for 5, we need the value of 
(V x B) x B. . Using Eq. (3.2) we can write 
(V x B)xBo={V[B,aV~5-(B~V)(Bo~~)]+(Bo~V)8~-Bo~o~V(V~~)]}. 
(3.5) 
Eliminating q and p in (3.3) by use of (3.1), (3.4), we obtain 
[ ( TO + - h,ao) & + (6 - h, - ho&,,)] P 
(3.6) 
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Introducing the limiting speeds for high and low frequency (see Broer [l] 
and Vincenti [2]), that is, defining by 
h 
Cf 
2= PO 
l h’ 
(3.7) 
-- 
PO PO 
c,2 = ho, + h&l 
1 - - h,o - hq,G, ’ 
PO 
(3.8) 
where c, and c, denote the frozen sound speed and the equilibrium speed, 
respectively, the Eq. (3.6) reduces to 
1 c,z + ce2ko &] p = - pl)Ce2Cfa [ 1 + k, -$- 1 V * 5, (3.9) 
where k, is the relaxation parameter defined by 
(3.10) 
Equations (3.5) and (3.9), on substitution into (2.3), give 
[ 
cr” 
a a25 
+ $c: - 1 - - c,2cf2 at at2 II 1 + k, $1 V(V * P) 
- 
[ 
koce2cAa - it + h2Cf2] 
x [VP * 5 - (b * V) (b .5)) 
+ (b * V)2 5 - b{b . V(V * ‘$)}I = 0, (3.11) 
where b is the unit vector along B. and cA is the A&&i speed given by 
cA2 = Bo2/4mpo . 
To obtain the dispersion relation, we assume that equation (3.11) has a 
plane wave solution of the type 
S(r, t) = go exp [F (n . r - wet)] , (3.12) 
where X is the wave length, n is a unit vector along the direction of propaga- 
tion and & is the wave amplitude. 
In Eq. (3.12), the real part of w. gives the phase velocity and the imaginary 
part shows the growth rate of the amplitude. 
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Using Eq. (3.12) in (3.1 l), we get 
[Cf2 - k’W&2] w,q - [(W&f2 - K)woce2w2) n * 5 
- (cf2 - c,2k’q,) cA2 cos2 B(b * S)] n 
- cA2(q2 - ce2k’o,) [cos2 65 - cos e(n * S) b] = 0, (3.13) 
where 
k’--k - 
A 0, 
w2 = c*2 + Cf2, wo2 = c,2 + c*2, (3.14) 
and B is the angle between the direction of magnetic field and direction 
of wave propagation. Further, we may write 
/ 5 1 cos B = g - b. (3.14a) 
To obtain the relations between v. , k, c, , cf , which are a consequence of 
Eqs. (3.13), we form the scalar products of (3.13) with n, b, n x b and obtain 
[(cf2 - k’woce2) vo2 + k’woce2w2 - cf2w02] n * g 
+ cA2 cos 8[cf2 - k’ooce2] b - 5 = 0, (3.15) 
oo2[cf2 - k’woce2] b - 5 
- cos 6[Cf2W02 - K)woce2w2 - CA2(Cf2 - K’w,c,Z)] n - f = 0, (3.16) 
[cf2 - ce2k’wo] [wo2 - cA2 cos2 f?] b * (n x 5) = 0. (3.17) 
From Eq. (3.17), we get the usual AlfvCn mode wo2 = cA2 cos2 8, and due 
to nonequilibrium effect, the purely attenuated mode, i.e., w. = c,2/c,2k’. 
By eliminating n - 5 in (3.15), (3.16), and using (3.14a), we obtain the 
dispersion relation 
KIc,~w~~ - cr”wo” - k’ce2w2ero3+ wo2cj2w02 
+ cA2 cos2 0k’c,2c,%+, - ce2c,2cA2 co@ t9 = 0. 
(3.18) 
To obtain a necessary check on our calculations we consider (3.18) in the 
equilibrium case by putting R’ -+ 0 and that gives 
4 w 0 - wo%vo2 + CA2C,2 cos2 B = 0. (3.19) 
Corresponding to positive and negative signs of roots of wo2, Eq. (3.19) gives 
rise to fast and slow waves [14]. 
As it is not possible to solve Eq. (3.18) for all k’, we shall discuss some 
special cases in Section 4. 
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4. PARTICULAR CASES OF (3.18) 
CASE I. When cA = 0. For the nonmagnetic and nonequilibrium case, 
Eq. (3.18) reduces to (as w2 = Q, oo2 = ce2 by (3.14)). 
where 
K’ = ik, c,2 = a , c,2 = B. (4.la) 
Under the condition k2 > (j3/3a2), th e roots of Eq. (4.1) can be put in the 
form (where 6, is defined by (4.2)) 
i [2 dp(3aW - 8) sinh 4 + B] 
w, = - =- 
3ak ial , 
~~(3&~ - /I) sinh f - /Ii2 1’2 
9dka 1 
+i 
d,8(3a2k2 - is> sinh f - ,8 
3ak 9 
d/3(3asK2 - /3) sinh f - j3i2 “’ 
9aak2 I 
+i 
d/3(3aek2 - /?) sinh f - p 
3ak , 
where 
sinh+ = 
2fla - 9paaka + 27kW 
2(3a2k2 - 8) djl(3aQkB - /I) * 
Similarly for the case k2 < &‘3d, the roots of (4.1) are 
0,=-i 
[ 
2 l/f@ - 3c?ka) cash f + /3] 
=- 
3ak 
i& , 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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/d,!?(#? - 3aaka) cash 
9a2k2 
+i 
A&P - 3aaka) cash $- - p 
3ak 9 
d/3@ - 3a2k2) cash f - 81’ “’ 
9a2k2 
where 
+i 
d&9 - 3a2k2) cash f - fl 
3ak , 
cosh# = 
2/9 - 9/3a2ka + 27Gka 
2(/3 - 3a2k2) d&3 - 30idk2) * 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9 
From Eqs. (4.2)-(4.4) and (4.6)-(4.8), t i is clear that out of the three com- 
pression modes given either under the condition k2 > /3/3a2 or k2 < ,8/3a2 
one of them i.e., q is highly attenuated and the remaining two modes are 
propagated in opposite directions. The attenuation of the modes depend on 
the parameter k. 
CASE II. Transverse Magnetic Field, 8 = n/2. 
For the case under consideration, the Eq. (3.18) reduces to 
iP vo3 + --& v$ - w2vo ij3w02 --=O. 
ak 
(4.10) 
Under the condition k2 < /P/3 a2w2 the roots of (4.10) are given by (where 6, 
is defined by (4.11)) 
et,=-i 
[2 2/(/l” - 3a2kb2) cash f + ,6] 
3ak 
=- is3 , (4.11) 
I@” - 3aak*w2) cash f - #I 
9a2k2 
+i 
d(fi2 - 3azkeu2) cash f - /I 
3cA , 
(4.12) 
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1 %+I2 - 3a2k2u2) cash f - pi2 “’ 
9a2k2 1 
+i 
z/(/l” - 3a2k2w2) cash $ - /I 
3ak 
(4.13) 
Similar results apply for the case k2 > /32/3&P. 
The nature of the roots of (4.10) is quite obvious from Eqs. (4.1 I)-(4.13). 
The electromagnetic effects appear through the parameter w,, and w and 
relaxation effects through k (see (4.la)). 
CASE III. When cf2/ca2 = 1 + E. 
To obtain the roots of Eq. (3.18) f or all values of the parameter k and the 
angle 8, we use the approximation +2/c, 2 = 1 + E, where l is such that its 
second and higher power can be neglected. Accordingly, we get 
(q,k’ - 1) (wo4 - wo2v’02 + CA%,2 cos2 e) 
= ‘(Wo2 + CA2 co9 e) c,wv, + +o* - wo2v02 + ce2cA2 cos2 e). (4.14) 
It can be seen that out of five roots of the above equation one corresponds 
to pure decay and the other four give the damping characteristics of slow 
and fast waves. 
Since we are mainly interested in the modification of the magneto-sonic 
modes due to the relaxation effects, we write (4.14) in the following form: 
@JO” - wo2v02 + c&,2 COG e) 
~ _ +ok + 1) (1 + k2,02) [(Oo2 $ CA2 COS2 e) C$kzlo + W,$ - w&02 i- CA2Ce2 COS2 o], 
(4.15) 
where ik = k'. 
Using Eq. (3.19) in the form 
2 _ uo2 f l/b04 - 4~~2~~2 09 e) 
vo - 2 
= Vl2, v2” (4.16) 
(where vi , o2 are associated with the plus and minus signs, respectively), 
Eq. (4.15) can further be written in the form 
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which yields (when va2 is replaced by vr2 + c, or by v22 + E, and higher 
order terms in E (and also EE) are neglected) 
VO 2 = 012 + 
l C,2k%12(v12 + CAco52 e) . EkC,2V1(V12 + CAcos2 e) 
(1 + k20,a) (VI2 - V22) - z (1 + k20,2) (VI2 - V2”) ’ (4*17) 
VO 2 = v22 + 
rc,2k%122(v22 + CA  cos2 e> _ i Ekc,%2(v22 + c.42 CO82 ) 
(1 + k%22) (vz2 - v12) (1 + k2v12) (vz” - v:) ’ (4’18) 
For drawing the velocity phase diagram we require the real parts of v. . 
Accordingly we write the real parts of o. in the following form (for details 
see Appendix C) 
( 
3 + 1/9 - 8 cos2 0 lf2 
00 = c* 2 1 
’ [ ’ 
l 8(3 + 2 cos2 0 + d9 - 8 cos2 19) 
+ {6(3 + 2/9 - 8 cos2 6) + 2) 2/9 - 8 co3 6’ 1 ’ (4.19) 
( 3 - 2/9 - 8 co.9 0 l/2 Do = c, 2 ) 
’ 1 ~a(3 + 2 cos2 0 - l 2/9 - 8 cos2 0) - 
(a(3 - 2/9 - 8 cos2 6) + 2) 1/9 - 8 co9 
I 
6 ’ 
(4.20) 
where k2cA2 = 8, c, = d/z c, , and was = c,a + ~~2. 
5. DISCUSSION OF THE F&SULTS 
To obtain the qualitative and quantitative behavior of the phase velocity, 
we have drawn the wave phase velocity diagram for different values of the 
parameter S = k2cA2 and E = 0.35. The phase velocity plotted on a Friedrichs- 
type diagram i the real part of V, and 0 < 6 < p/2 (See Fig. 1 below). 
The main points of interest that emerge out of this diagram are: 
(i) The ‘fast wave’ velocity increases with the increase in the values of 
the non-equilibrium parameter 6 and is bounded when 6 tends to infinity. 
(ii) The increase in the ‘fast wave’ velocity is maximum when the local 
magnetic field vector is aligned to the velocity vector. 
(iii) The intermediate wave remains unaltered. 
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(iv) The ‘slow wave’ velocity decreases with the increase in 6. 
(v) For 6 > 2.5, there is no propagation of the ‘slow wave’. 
(vi) The rate of diminution of the ‘slow wave’ speed is greatest when the 
local magnetic field vector is aligned to the velocity vector. 
(vii) For 8 = a/2, there is only a ‘fast wave.’ 
INTERMEDIATE WAVES 
FAST WAVES 
SLOW WAVES 
WAVE-SPEED DIAGRAM (MODIFIED FAST,SLOW AND INTERMEDIATE PHASE 
SPEEDS VS. WAVE INCLINATION) DRAWN FOR THE CASE c,=ficp, 
FIG. 1 
If we compare the results obtained here to the case of the Hall current 
effect on wave propagation (cf. [12]), we find that the two (nonequilibrium 
effect and Hall effect) are almost the same. 
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6. GENWAL CHARACTER OF THE Vaous MODES 
For a better understanding of the effect of magnetic and nonequilibrium 
parameters on wave-propagation, one must study the interaction of two sets 
of waves obtained from (3.18) under the two extreme limits of k + 0 and 
k-00. 
To this end, we use Whitham’s technique [lo]. Using Laplace transform 
technique, Whitham has studied extensively the following wave equation 
where c, , c, , and a are different wave speeds and h is a known constant. In 
particular, he has shown for the above equation and for a small time the 
higher-order term dominates, while the lower-order term will produce an 
exponential damping of the wave described by the higher-order term. In 
turn, the higher order term will produce a diffusion of the wave described by 
the lower order term. 
Application of Whitham’s technique to the problem at hand necessitates 
the reduction of (3.11) to the above form. Consequently, we proceed as 
follows. 
Equation (3.11) can be re-arranged in the form (see (3.14), (4.la)) 
a a‘q - [ - - w”V(V *5) at at2 
+ cA2{V(b . V) (b . g) - (b . V)’ P + b(b * V) (V . F)}] 
+ cA2(V(b . V) (b * 5) - (b . V)2 5 + b(b * V) (V * FJ}] = 0, (6.1) 
where 
(6.2) 
Taking the scalar product of (6.1) with V and b separately and then elimina- 
ting (b . 5) from the resulting equations, we get 
a a4 
- [ - - w2V2 $ + cA2cJeV2(b . Vr] V -5 at at4 
+ A, [$ - cup -& + c,2cA2V2(b . V)2] V . 5 = 0. (6.3) 
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Equation (6.3) can be written as (for waves in the (x, t), plane) 
- ALU2 a 
[ 
a4 a4 ag 
at at4 ax2 at2 + c,2cf2 COG e - I - ax4 ax 
o2 & + C,2CA2 cos2 8 $1 g = 0, (6.3a) 
where 8 is the angle between x-axis and the direction of magnetic field. 
Equation (6.3a) can further be written in the form 
where 
M2 = 4 [w” + d(“” - 4c&f2 co.9 e)] 
N2 = g [w” - d(w4 - 4CA%,2 COG e)] 
MO2 = 4 [ml? + d(wo” - 4c,4%,2 co52 e)] 
No2 = 4 [coo2 - d(wo” - 4cA2C,2 COG e)]. (6.5) 
From Eq. (6.5), it is quite clear that M, N, M, and No can be considered to be 
positive. Further, for cf > c,, M, N, M,, and N,, satisfy the following inequali- 
ties when 0 < 13 < r, r < f3 < 2~ 
-MM-MM,<-N<-NN,<O<No<N<M,<M. (6.6) 
The inequalities (6.6) can be verified by a graphical analysis. Further, 
(6.2) and (6.6) are the necessary conditions for the applicability of Whitham’s 
technique. Since these are satisfied, we give below, without proof, some 
important results given by that theory. 
(i) Under the conditions A, > 0 and (6.6), the motion is stable. 
(ii) For any nonzero value of A, we have two different sets of waves 
appearing simultaneously, the first set corresponds to A, + co and is given 
by - W, , Mo , - No, and N,, (four real and different speeds), the second 
corresponds to h, + 0 and gives five real and different speeds - M, M, - N, 
N and zero (the initial disturbance velocity). 
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(iii) The principal wave motion is given by lower order terms in Eq. (6.4) 
but the higher order terms have the role of diffusing these waves. 
(iv) The lower order terms in (6.4) have the effect of decaying exponen- 
tially the amplitudes of the waves given by the higher order terms. 
Our main aim is to determine the effect of the nonequilibrium parameters 
on wave propagation. Therefore, we confine our interest to the amplitude, 
decaying factor, and diffusion coefficient of waves. 
To examine the assertion (iv) we, following Witham, use the approxima- 
tion ajat M - M(a/ax) in (6.4). This gives, for waves of velocity M, the 
equation 
-&[g+M;+ x,(M~ - ~~2) (~~2 - ~~2) ag 2M2(M2 - N2) 1 ax = O, (6.7) 
whose solution can be written in the form 
f=g(t--G)exp[-- hoof2 - No2) (MO2 - No2) x 
2M3(M2 - N2) 1 . (6.8) 
Equation (6.8) reveals the damping of waves due to the nonequilibrium state 
of the medium. 
Similarly, for any other wave we can find the amplitude and decaying factor. 
For finding the diffusion effect on a lower order wave of velocity AZ,, , we 
approximate a/at m - &(a/&) in the Eq. (6.4) and this gives 
(G + Mo 2 z = 
(iv2 - Mo2) (~~2 - iv) a?$ 
2Ao(Mo2 - No9 ax2' 
&g$. (6.9 
Equation (6.9) represents the diffusion of waves of velocity MO , with diffu- 
sion coefficient given by 
CM2 - Mo2) Wo2 - N2) D _ 1 
2ho (MO2 - iVo2) ’ 
From Eq. (6.10), it is clear that nonequilibrium of the gas gives rise to a 
diffusion effect since otherwise the diffusion coefficient is zero (h, --t oo). 
For the nonmagnetic case the Eq. (6.10) reduces to 
From (6.10), we find that the diffusion coefficient increases with an increase 
in the strength of the magnetic field. 
The other important case that needs particular attention is concerned with 
the existence of a boundary layer at the initial instance. A detailed analysis 
of this aspect is dealt with elsewhere. 
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APPENDIX A 
Here we show how our scheme of working with h (the enthalpy of the gas) 
instead of s (the specific entropy), which is usually used by Engineers (see 
Li [14]), is related to Yuan’s [l l] scheme. 
Following Yuan, we can write the energy equation for a gas in which 
chemical reaction and heat conduction occur in the form (see Eq. (3.1)) 
DS A 
PK= -++w+-Tq (A.1) 
where w is the heat flux vector, a the reaction rate, A the chemical affinity, 
T the temperature and p the density of the gas. 
Using (2.7~) of [l l] we get 
p$+pp&= -v-w. 
Putting r = l/p and using the equation of continuity in (A.2) we get 
P$+pv.v= -v*w. 
644 
Equation (A.3) is same as the one derived by Banos [13] for infinitely electric- 
ally conducting gas (see Eq. 12 or 17). 
Using the relation h = e + (p/p) (which is also true in nonequilibrium 
thermodynamics) and the equation of continuity in (A.3), we get 
( Dh 1 Dp =-v ---- ’ Dt P Dt 1 * w. (A.4) 
For the case of nonheat conducting gas equation (A.4) reduces to (when 
linearized) Eq. (2.5) of the present paper. 
APPENDIX B 
In this section, we outline the approach used by Yuan. In particular, we 
will show how the use of the phenomenological relations used by Yuan lead 
us to the rate equations used by Broer (which are also used in the present 
paper) and to that of Stupochenko and Stakhanov. 
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Following Prigogine [16], we have the following linear relation between 
the chemical afBnity A and the rate of reaction 5: 
iJ=hA, (B.1) 
where X is a function of the state of the fluid. 
Taking the fluid to be isotropic and using Curie’s principle and Onsager’s 
symmetric principle, Yuan has shown (see Eq. (2.4)) that the more general 
relation of the kind given in (B.l) (k nown as the phenomenological relation 
for relaxation hydrodynamics) can be reduced to the form 
A 
5 = a44 - 
T’ P3.2) 
where aM is a certain constant. 
If G be taken equal to Dq/Dt, where q is the progress variable, then the 
equation (B.l) is similar to the rate equation used by Vincenti; that is, 
Dq L(P, P? n) 
Dt= e ' 
where L is a function of the thermodynamic state of the medium and 0 is a 
positive quantity related to its specific rate constant. 
To obtain Broer’s rate equation from (B.2), we expand A = - p(ae/aq) 
(where e is the internal energy of the reacting gas) in a Taylor series with 
respect to q, assuming p and s constant, about the equilibrium value of 
reaction, 4, and this gives 
A=A(p,Qj)-p($(q-4)+.*= 
Since q is the value of q in equilibrium, A(p, s, @) = 0. Hence Eq. (B.4) 
gives, to a first approximation, 
It is worth mentioning that in writing (B.4) we have neglected higher powers 
of (q - I) and this neglect of higher powers of (q - I) corresponds to the 
assumption of a quasi-equilibrium state (as assumed by Broer). Hence 
(B.2) reduces to 
Dq 
Dt=- “(!I - !a, VW 
40g/18/2-2 
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a44 3% 
cf = 7 a42 (4 ;’ 
Equation (B.6) is similar to the equation used by Broer, that is 
Dq q-a -- 
Dt- 7 
(B.7) 
where 01 (as given in (B.7)) is taken to be a constant and is a valid approxima- 
tion for the limiting cases of high and low frequencies. 
Another approach for arriving at Broer’s rate equation from (B.3) (which 
has been the basis of our study) is available in the work of Vincenti [2]. 
To obtain the Stupochenko and Stakhanov rate equation from (B.2), we 
put the value of A or (- p&/an) in (B.2) and this gives 
P.9) 
Equation (B.9) is similar to the rate equation used by Stupochenko and 
Stakhanov [3] where K is treated as constant (an approximation valid for small 
disturbance theory). 
APPENDIX C 
From Eq. (4.17), we can write 
where 
v. = w 
( 
* * cos - - i sin - 2 
2 1 
, Cl) 
[ 
Ec,wv1yv,2 + CA2 cos2 e) 
I 
2 
r2 = vt + 
8k2Ce4V,2(V,2 + CA2 cos2 e>z 
(1 + I?@) (VI2 - vs2) + (1 + Pv,s)s (VI2 - v2”)” ’ 
and 
tan #=- 
E [ 
Kc,2(v,2 + CA2 cos2 e> 
(1 + Kav,s) (VI2 - v$) 1 ec,W(q2 + CA2 cos2 6) * 
VI [ l + (1 + K%J,s) (VI2 - v22) 1 
Neglecting the terms in C” (n > 2), we get 
r1’2 = 01 1 + 
[ 
EC,W(V12 + CA2 COG e) 
2(1 + k%.Q) (vr2--) 1 * (C.2) 
Since tan # w O(E), therefore # is small and hence cos (#/2) M 1. 
Therefore, the real part of v, reduces to y1i2 which is Eq. (4.19). Similarly, 
from (4.18) Eq. (4.20) can be derived. 
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